Abstract-Control of mobile networks raises fundamental and novel problems in controlling the structure of the resulting dynamic graphs. In particular, in applications involving mobile sensor networks and multi-agent systems, a great new challenge is the development of distributed motion algorithms that guarantee connectivity of the overall network. In this paper, we address this challenge using a novel control decomposition. First, motion control is performed in the continuous state space, where nearest neighbor potential fields are used to maintain existing links in the network. Second, distributed coordination protocols in the discrete graph space ensure connectivity of the switching network topology. Coordination is based on locally updated estimates of the abstract network topology by every agent as well as distributed auctions that enable tie breaking whenever simultaneous link deletions may violate connectivity. Integration of the overall system results in a distributed, multiagent, hybrid system for which we show that, under certain secondary objectives on the agents and the assumption that the initial network is connected, the resulting motion always satisfies connectivity of the network. Our approach can also account for communication time delays in the network as well as collision avoidance, while its efficiency and scalability properties are illustrated in nontrivial computer simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Controlling mobile networks has recently emerged as a fundamental problem in the control of multi-agent systems. Motivations come from the area of controlling formations of ground or aerial vehicles with applications in air traffic control, satellite clustering, automatic highways, mobile robotics and mobile sensor networks. One of the main goals is to achieve a coordinated objective while using only local information. The objective investigated in this paper is that of maintaining connectivity of the underlying network.
Due to their frequent appearance in multi-agent systems, dynamic networks have already received considerable attention. In [1] , a measure of local connectedness of a network is introduced that under certain conditions is sufficient for global connectedness. Distributed maintenance of nearest neighbor links in formation stabilization is addressed in [2] , while in [3] , a controllability framework for state-dependent dynamic graphs is developed. In [4] , the problem of maximizing the second smallest eigenvalue of a graph Laplacian matrix is investigated, while a decentralized approach to this problem that makes use of a supergradient algorithm and distributed eigenvector computation is considered in [5] . Network connectivity for double integrator agents is investigated in [6] , where existential as well as optimal controller design results are discussed. Closely related to the topics discussed in this paper, is also work in ad-hoc sensor networks, involving cone-based topology control [7] as well as distributed algorithms that do not assume exact knowledge of agent positions [8] , which, however, focuses more on the power consumption and routing problem than the actuation and control.
Motivated by the significance of connectivity in many applications involving multi-agent systems and mobile sensor networks [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , in this paper, we consider graph connectivity as our primary objective. Unlike centralized [4] , [15] , [16] , or distributed open loop [5] , [6] approaches to the problem, we propose a distributed feedback control framework based on a novel control decomposition. In particular, motion control of the agents is performed in the continuous state space, where local potential fields are used to maintain existing proximity links in the network. On the other hand, topology control of the mobile network takes place in the discrete graph space by means of distributed coordination protocols consisting of two major components. First, locally updated estimates of the abstract network topology allow every agent to have a rough picture of the network. Second, distributed auctions enable tie breaking whenever simultaneous link deletions may violate connectivity, which is captured by the graph Laplacian matrix and its second smallest eigenvalue. Introducing a hysteresis in addition of new links in the network, allows integration of the above controllers in a hybrid model for each agent. In the presence of certain secondary objectives on the agents and under the assumption that the initial network is connected, the overall system is shown to guarantee connectivity of the mobile network, while reconfiguring towards its secondary objective. Communication time delays in the network as well as collision avoidance among the agents can also be efficiently handled, while due to its polynomial memory requirements and worst case polynomial complexity of eigenvalues computation [19] , [20] , our approach possesses the desired scalability properties and can be implemented on large mobile networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we define the problem of connectivity control in the presence of secondary objectives and develop the necessary graph theoretic background. In Section III, we elaborate on the controller specifications in both the continuous state-space and the discrete graph-space and discuss their integration into a hybrid model for every agents. Finally, in Section IV, we state and verify through computer simulations, nontrivial connectivity tasks that best illustrate our approach.
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II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider n mobile agents in R p and denote by
T denote the np×1 stack vector of all agent positions and assume fully actuated agents i, such that,
where f i ≥ 0 corresponds to a continuous radially unbounded potential indicating a secondary objective ( Fig. 1 ) and u i ∈ R p is a primary control input to be determined. The system of agents described in system (1), gives rise to a dynamic graph G(t), which we define as follows.
Definition 2.1 (Dynamic Graphs): We call G(t) = (V, E(t)) a dynamic graph consisting of a set of vertices V = {1, . . . , n} indexed by the set of agents and a time varying set of links E(t) = {(i, j) | i, j ∈ V} such that, for any 0 < r < R,
• if (i, j) ∈ E(t) and 0 < x i (t) − x j (t) 2 < r then, (i, j) is a candidate link to be added to E(t),
Dynamic graphs G(t) such that (i, j) ∈ E(t) if and only if (j, i) ∈ E(t) are called undirected and consist the main focus of this paper. Moreover, any vertices i and j of an undirected graph G(t), that are joined by a link (i, j) ∈ E(t), are called adjacent or neighbors at time t and are denoted by i ∼ j. Definition 2.1 implies that all links in G(t) are essentially controllable. In particular, the neighborhood of every vertex in G(t) is partitioned into two disjoint sets in R p , i.e., an open ball and an annulus, where addition and deletion of links, respectively, takes place (Fig. 2) . 1 Note that the particular partitioning of the state-space neighborhood of every vertex in G(t), introduces a hysteresis in addition of new links in G(t), which is critical in integrating topology control of the network with motion control of the agents (Section III).
Given any dynamic graph G(t) = (V(t), E(t)), we say that a graph 
G(t) is called an induced subgraph if two vertices of
V i (t) are adjacent in G i (t) if
and only if they are adjacent in G(t).
A topological invariant of graphs that also corresponds to the primary objective for system (1), is graph connectivity.
Definition 2.2 (Graph Connectivity): We say that a dynamic graph G(t) is connected at time t if there exists a path, i.e., a sequence of distinct vertices such that consecutive vertices are adjacent, between any two vertices in G(t).
Then, the problem addressed in this paper is, Problem 1 (Distributed Connectivity Control): Given the set of connected graphs C n on n vertices, determine distributed control laws u i (x(t)) for all agents i so that if G(t 0 ) ∈ C n , then G(t) ∈ C n for all time.
Problem 1 equivalently implies that we want the set C n to be an invariant of motion for system (1). We achieve this goal by choosing an equivalent formulation, using the algebraic representation of the dynamic graph G(t). In particular, the structure of any dynamic graph G(t) = (V, E(t)) can be equivalently represented by a dynamic Laplacian matrix,
where A(t) = (a ij (t)) corresponds to the Adjacency matrix of the graph G(t), which is such that a ij (t) = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E(t) and a ij (t) = 0 otherwise and ∆(t) = diag n j=1 a ij (t) denotes the Valency matrix. 2 Note that for undirected graphs, the Adjacency matrix is a symmetric matrix and hence, so is the Laplacian matrix. The spectral properties of the Laplacian matrix are closely related to graph connectivity. In particular, we have the following lemma.
be the ordered eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix L(t). Then, λ 1 (L(t)) = 0 for all t, with corresponding eigenvector 1, i.e., the vector of all entries equal to 1. Moreover, λ 2 (L(t)) > 0 if and only if G(t) is connected.
Note that computation of the spectrum of a matrix has worst case complexity O(n 3 ), where n is the size of the matrix [19] . This complexity can, however, be reduced to O(n) for sparse symmetric matrices [20] , as is the Laplacian matrix L(t) in the case of large networks, commonly appearing in the proposed setting. Consequently, dealing with eigenvalues does not introduce significant computational overhead, which makes our approach scalable to large size networks. 
III. DISTRIBUTED TOPOLOGY CONTROL
Motivated by the inherently discrete nature of graphs as combinatorial objects, in this paper we employ a novel control decomposition in the continuous state space and discrete graph space, respectively (Fig. 3) . In particular, motion control of the agents is performed in the continuous state space and aims at maintaining existing links in the network. On the other hand, topology control of the discrete graph structure, namely addition and, more important, deletion of links in G(t), is due to distributed coordination protocols in the discrete graph space. State-dependence of the network topology (Definition 2.1) and in particular, the hysteresis in creation of new links, enables integration of the resulting controllers in a hybrid model for every agent.
A. Maintaining Existing Links in the Network
Let G = (V, E) indicate any given topology of the network and denote by N i = {j | (i, j) ∈ E} the neighbors of agent i in the graph G. The goal in this section is to design distributed control laws u i (t) for all agents i that guarantee that all links in G are maintained and that collisions among adjacent agents are avoided. The construction is based on potential fields that "blow up" whenever the state of the system violates any of these specifications. In particular, for every agent i, let ϕ i (x) = j∈Ni ϕ ij (x ij ) where,
Then, we have the following result. 3 Theorem 3.1 ( [18] ): For all agents i, assume secondary objectives described by continuous potentials f i : R p → R + such that lim xi 2 →∞ f i (x i ) = ∞ (radially unbounded) and let the control inputs be defined by,
Then, the closed loop system (1) guarantees that all links in G are maintained and collisions among agents are avoided.
B. Distributed Coordination
Having developed a distributed motion control framework that maintains existing links among adjacent agents, we now propose distributed coordination protocols to control the discrete structure of the network. The two major components of our approach are locally updated spanning subgraphs of the abstract network topology that allow every agent to have 3 We emphasize the fact that the potentials f i (x i ) consist secondary objectives and there is no guarantee that they will be achieved. 4 We denote by R + the set [0, ∞). 
jk (t + 1)
a rough picture of the network structure and a market-based coordination algorithm that enables tie breaking whenever simultaneous link deletions may violate connectivity. 1) Locally Updated Spanning Subgraphs: Since connectivity is a global property of the graph G(t), it is necessary that every agent has sufficient knowledge of the structure of G(t) in order to be able to safely delete a link with a neighbor without violating connectivity. One can easily imagine scenarios where lack of such information might result in violation of connectivity, i.e., if an agent is not aware that the graph is a tree. Hence, we assume that every agent i can locally estimate a spanning subgraph G i (t) = (V, E i (t)) of the graph G(t), using information from its nearest neighbors N i (t) = {j | (i, j) ∈ E(t)} only. 5 In particular, let A i (t) = a jk (t) denote the Adjacency matrix corresponding to the graph G i (t) at time t. Then, the dynamics of a link j ∼ k can be expressed as (Table I) 
where v jk (t) = 1 indicates an action to create or delete a link j ∼ k. 7 In matrix form, the dynamics in equation (4) become,
where the control input V i (t) = v jk (t) is a symmetric matrix ensuring that, if A i (t 0 ) is symmetric, then A i (t) is also symmetric for all time t ≥ t 0 .
Let
, where e i is a column vector of all entries equal to zero but the i-th entry which is equal to one. Then, the expression E i ∧(¬A i (t)) indicates links i ∼ j that agent i can create with agents j ∈ N i (t). Moreover, let A i (t) indicates existing links in the network that agent i is not currently aware of. Hence, the expression,
indicates, either existing links in the network that agent i is not aware of, or links that agent i can create with agents j ∈ N i (t). Clearly, F i (t) captures all new links that agent i can add to A i (t). On the other hand, the Adjacency matrix A i (t) includes all existing links in G i (t), which are also candidates 5 The requirement that G i (t) is a spanning subgraph of G(t) is necessary to guarantee connectivity of the graph G(t) for all t ≥ t 0 [18] . 6 See Appendix for an overview of Boolean Operations. 7 The discrete time semantics in (4) are associated with transitions of a hybrid automaton modeling every agent, defined in [18] .
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Note that the component F i (t) ∧ V c i (t) prevents updating A i (t) with new links j ∼ k, where j, k = i, if agent i is not informed about them by its neighbors. On the other hand, if
is updated with all existing links in the network that agent i is not aware of. It can be shown that if all estimates G i (t) are explicitly initialized with nearest neighbor links, the overall network G(t) is fixed and connected and the update rule for all agents is as in (5), then all agents achieve consensus on their estimates A i (t) in finite time. Hence, estimates G i (t) provide the agents with a rough picture of the overall network, as desired [18] .
2) Market-Based Coordination: Given the local network dynamics (5), the main challenge is to determine control inputs V c i (t) and V d i (t) that ensure connectivity of each subgraph G i (t) for all time t. Since G i (t) ⊆ G(t) [18] , connectivity of G i (t) for all i implies connectivity of the overall network G(t). Regarding creation of links in G i (t) by agent i, we define the control input
denotes an open ball of radius r > 0 (as in Definition 2.1) centered at x i (t) ∈ R p . Clearly, (j = i) ∨ (k = i) guarantees the local nature of the controller (note that v Fig. 2 ). Note that v (5), A i (t) is updated with all existing links in the network that agent i is not aware of.
Deletion of links i ∼ j by any agent i is, however, nontrivial due to the possibility for simultaneous link deletions by multiple non-adjacent agents that may generate a disconnected graph (Fig. 4) . To avoid such scenarios, we require that at most one link can be deleted from G(t) at every time instant t and employ a market-based coordination framework to achieve consensus of all agents regarding the Algorithm 1 Auction Mechanism for Agent i 1: Compute the set of safe neighbors S i (t) which is such that if the link i ∼ j with j ∈ S i (t) is deleted from
T ∈ R 3 that consists of the link i ∼ g(S i (t)) that is to be deleted and a bid b ∈ R + indicating how "important" this request is. 3: Initialize a set of max-bids M i (t) ∈ 2 R 3 and a binary vector of tokens T i (t) ∈ {0, 1} n indicating the start of an auction, by M i (t) := {r i (t)} and T ii = 1, respectively. 4: while (∧ Collect tokens from adjacent agents only, i.e.,
Apply a max-consensus update on M i (t), i.e.,
{r k3 } 7: end while 8: Compute the winner link of the auction w i (t), i.e., 
where i ∈ X can be chosen according to any policy, deterministic or not. Then, the proposed auction mechanism is described in Algorithm 1 and the corresponding marketbased coordination scheme consists of multiple such auctions taking place sequentially. Given the winning link w i (t) corresponding to the highest bid in the auction in Algorithm 1, the control input that regulates link deletions Fig. 2) ,
Note that whenever |w i (t)| > 1, there is either a tie in the bids or no bids were sent in the network. In any such case, V d i (t) = 0 for all agents i and no link is deleted from any set E i (t). To ensure correctness of the above market-based coordination scheme, all agents need to be synchronized in the same auction for all time [18] . This requirement becomes even more important in the presence of communication time delays [18] .
46th IEEE CDC, New Orleans, USA, Dec. [12] [13] [14] 2007 ThB10.3 Remark 3.2: Note that any positive real numbers can serve as bids in Algorithm 1. However, letting b ≥ 0 be a function of the distance x i (t) − x g(Si) (t) 2 or the size of the neighbor set |N i (t)| is a rather natural choice that can also be associated with signal strength or power consumption properties of the overall network.
Remark 3.3: The condition (∧ n j=1 T ij (t)) = 1 indicating the end of the while loop in Algorithm 1, clearly implies convergence of the max-consensus algorithm on the sets M i (t) to the maximum over all agents. The motivation for using tokens T i (t) to indicate the end of an auction, instead of a fixed (n − 1)-step termination condition, which for connected networks is sufficient for convergence of the maxconsensus algorithm, is twofold. First, it utilizes the structure of the network resulting in more efficient updating. 8 Second, it can deal with communication time delays in the system, where the time required for n − 1 steps of Algorithm 1 can be significantly different for distinct agents, preventing convergence of all agents to a common outcome. It is also worth noting that the memory and communication cost for transmitting the binary tokens is minimal.
C. Closed Loop Hybrid Agent
Integration of the motion control laws of Section III-A with the discrete topology control protocols of Section III-B.2 leads to a hybrid model for every agent. This model consists of a navigation and a coordination automaton, implementing motion and market-based connectivity control, respectively (Fig. 5) . Input to the navigation automaton of agent i consists the neighbor set N i (t) and the states x j (t) of all agents. Although all agents' states are considered shared in this hybrid system, only the ones associated with agents in N i (t) are practically required. The output of the navigation automaton is then the agent's updated state x i (t) obtained by integrating (1)-(3) . Inputs to the coordination automaton of agent i are the states x j (t) of all agents, their network estimates A j (t), their max-bid sets M j (t), and their token vectors T j (t). Similarly, all these variables are shared, however only those corresponding to j ∈ N i (t) are required by agent i. The outputs of the coordination automaton are then the agent's updated states N i (t), A i (t), M i (t) and T i (t). The two automata are synchronized into a single closed loop hybrid system [18] .
Remark 3.4 (Scalability): Note that memory and communication requirements for every agent are polynomial 8 For a complete graph, one step is sufficient for convergence of the maxconsensus algorithm. and in particular of the order O(n 2 ), due to handling and transmitting the adjacency matrices A i (t).
IV. CONNECTIVITY TASKS
In this section we illustrate the proposed algorithm in nontrivial connectivity tasks and show that it has the desired connectivity, collision avoidance and scalability properties. We assume a 3-dimensional workspace and classify the agents into a set L ⊆ {1, . . . , n} of leaders having a non-trivial secondary objective and a set of followers {1, . . . , n}\L having no secondary objective. In particular, for all leaders i ∈ L we assume secondary objectives as in Fig. 1(b) , where we also add unit angular velocities, slightly abusing the secondary objective specifications in equation (1) .
The connectivity task we consider consists of n = 27 agents initialized as in Fig. 6 . We assume two leaders, namely L = {1, 2}, with secondary objective parameters chosen to stretch the network and observe whether it is able to reconfigure while maintaining connectivity. The link ranges in Definition 2.1 are r = .25 and R = .4. Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the system at two consecutive time instants. Agents are indicated by dots, while the leaders are also labeled by the letter "L". Strong links between the agents, i.e., links with inter-agent distances less than r, are indicated by solid lines, while candidate links for deletion, by dotted lines (Definition 2.1). Solid curves attached attached to every agent indicate the recently traveled paths and give an idea of the agents' motion. Note that, under the proposed connectivity control laws, the overall network remains connected, while the leaders "do their best" to achieve their secondary objectives. Note also that in the absence of strong links in the network our algorithm generates a minimally connected network, i.e., a tree structure.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we considered the problem of controlling a group of agents so that the resulting motion always preserves the connectivity property of the underlying network. Our approach was based on a novel control decomposition, where motion control of the agents was performed in the continuous state-space, while topology control of the network was embedded in the discrete graph-space and relied on abstract network information, locally updated by every agent, and market-based coordination. Integration of the above 46th IEEE CDC, New Orleans, USA, Dec. [12] [13] [14] 2007 ThB10.3 controllers resulted in a hybrid model for every agent and, in the presence of certain secondary objectives, the overall system was shown to always guarantee connectivity of the network. Communication time delays in the network as well as collision avoidance among the agents were also efficiently handled, while our approach was illustrated through a class of interesting problems that could be achieved while preserving connectivity. Given boolean variables x, y ∈ {0, 1}, we define the operations ¬x, x ∧ y, x ∨ y, x → y and x ↔ y as in Table II , where the symbols ¬, ∧, ∨, → and ↔ stand for not, and, or, if, then and if and only if, respectively.
In a similar way, we can define boolean operations on boolean matrices X, Y ∈ {0, 1} n×n . Definition 1.2 (Boolean Operations on Boolean Matrices): Let X = (x ij ) and Y = (y ij ) be n × n boolean matrices. Then, the boolean operations ¬, ∧, ∨, → and ↔ on the matrices X and Y are defined elementwise on their entries.
Hence, the boolean matrix X ∧ Y is defined as X ∧ Y := (x ij ∧ y ij ) and in a similar way we can define any other boolean operation on matrices.
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